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Profile Martin Breuer  
 
Martin Breuer (1956) is Restaurateur and Hotelier at Pädaste Manor. Together with Imre Sooäär he acquired 
Pädaste Manor in 1996 and turned this once derelict 15th Century estate into a small luxury resort and SPA 
that is now recognized as one of the finest hotels and restaurants in the region. Breuer, from early on focused 
on bringing to foreground the values of the local nature, culture, and traditions. This concentration on ‘terroir’ 
is also reflected in the gastronomy at the estate, resulting in the Nordic Islands’ Cuisine, which he together with 
Imre Sooäär brought to life. Martin Breuer was awarded the Silverspoon 2012 for his achievements throughout 
the years in development of gastronomy in Estonia. ‘True hospitality is defined by opening up and sharing the 
values of our estate and surrounding nature on the Island with our guests. I like to define our hospitality as 
simple luxury. For many of our guests the simplicity and what you might call the innocence of our destination 
is an experience of true luxury’ 
 
 

Profile Pädaste Manor  
 
Pädaste Manor, a historic 15th century Baltic estate is located in an unspoilt nature reserve on the shores of the 
Baltic Sea. The silence, the sweeping views, the scent of the northern meadows and forests, the crispness of the 
evening cold, the velvety darkness and profundity of our starry skies will be with you forever. Our exquisite 
Manor House had been left totally untouched for decades; in the course of the past 16 years we have saved it 
from dereliction, gently re awaked it and painstakingly restored it with much attention to detail. The result is a 
hotel jewel of supreme comfort and understated luxury, a relaxed combination of Estonian history and 21st 
Century life style, presented with unmistakable flair and a fine sense of humor. ‘Simple Luxury’ has served us 
well as our mission statement and philosophy since first opening Pädaste Manor in 1997 - this ‘Leitmotiv’ is the 
key element for the Manor of today: no ostentatious displays of misplaced glitz or glamour, no thick wall-to-wall 
carpets or gold plated taps - Yet the full acknowledgement of the Manor’s noble ancestry and the dignity of the 
buildings is emphasized by furnishing the house with an appropriate sense of understatement. 
An eye for detail, unashamed comfort and the power of the elements surrounding the estate make Pädaste Manor 
a very special destination. The estate is a haven of peace with wonderful places to relax and dream, yet it also 
inspires to exercise and explore, it invites to experience a very individual Spa concept and finest dining options. 
Above all there is the ambience, the charm and the service expertise that can only be found in a privately owned 
hotel.  
 
 

Pictures  
 
Martin Breuer  
http://padastemanor.zenfolio.com/p174961329/he3662f4#he3662f4 
http://padastemanor.zenfolio.com/p174961329/he3662f4#hb260404  
 
Pädaste Manor  
http://padastemanor.zenfolio.com/  
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